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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

just tell one of our volunteers or board members you want to
get involved at one of our events.
There has been a big influx of people joining our chapter
We welcome our new members and thank you for joining
this spring due to our numerous activities and conservation the Blue Ridge TU chapter.
projects. I would like to thank the board members and
Robby Abou-Rizk
volunteers who make all this work happen throughout the
year. In turn I ask all the new members to get involved and MAY MEETING
help carry the baton forward. The best way to get to know
th
your fellow members is by volunteering at one of our When: Tuesday, May 17 , 6:30 PM
activities or events. We have many conservation projects Where: Sixty Six Grill and Tap House, private room,
3440 Frontis St, Winston Salem This will also
going on from stream bank restorations, temperature
Be available on Zoom. The link will be emailed
monitoring, establishing buffer zones as well as stream
before the meeting.
cleans throughout the year. The chapter has a big youth
Speaker:
Dave Stelling, High Country Guide Service
education program, from trout in the classroom to working
Topic:
Fishing
Alaska
with kids through schools, boy scouts, library programs and
the River Course Camp. We have many classes in fly tying,
David is head guide on week-long Alaska trips, floating
rod building and fishing, through various times of the year. down the wild and beautiful Kanektok River. He is a licensed
Our chapter is very involved in advocacy for the environment OUPV Charter boat captain in SE Alaska and has been
and the streams. We work with regulators as well as many guiding there for over a decade and a half.
nonprofit organizations to safeguard our watershed.
Throughout the year we have many fishing outings, from FUTURE MEETINGS
local one day trips to several weekend trips staying at
mountain lodges and camping. If you are new and want to June 21 Joey Hester DEQ New regulations for Yadkin River
know where to fish, join us on one of our trips, especially the due to excess algae blooms.
ones on private waters.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH
Our chapter hosts monthly chapter meetings and social
events where you get to know many of your fellow members. “Fishing requires patience. Fishing with a child requires the
We also have one or more fundraising events throughout the patience of a saint. But the rewards are heavenly.”
year that help fund our conservation activities as well as
@castingcarter
contribute to other organizations through donations to
support their causes.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Our volunteers work side by side with the Project Healing
Waters veterans to help disabled veterans get into new Fly tying classes. Fly tying classes are ongoing on
Wednesday’s at the south fork
activities such as fly tying, rod building and go fishing.
community center. AM class is 9So please join us by volunteering in some of the committees
12 with PHW members, 6-8 PM
that organize the many events or just come to one of our
BRTU beginners class. Both
activities to socialize and meet others. Just get involved.
classes are open to the public. Tiers
If you have skills in forestry, biology, water chemistry,
at any level are welcome from
social media, publicity, politics, or regulations and would
beginners to advanced. You can
like to lend a hand to improve our outcomes, please contact
sign up on our website FlyTyingSignUp or contact Rusty
us.
Please go to our website www.blueridgetu.org, under our Berrier at rustyberrier@outook.com or at 336-239-4514. If you
contacts and send us a message of how you would like to get have a vise and tools, please bring them with you. If not just
involved, send us an email to blueridgetuws@gmail.com , or let us know so we can bring extra equipment.

You are receiving this newsletter either as a member or prospective member of the Blue Ridge Chapter of Trout Unlimited.
If you do not wish to receive this newsletter, please respond by email to BRNCNews@gmail.com and let us know.

Balsam fishing trip: May 16-19 canceled and rescheduled
to Oct 9-12. Due to closure of the Balsam lodge for repairs
by the Forest Service our reservation in May got canceled by
the Forest Service. We have rescheduled the trip to October.
If you had signed up for the May trip, please contact Fred
Frank at ffrank@pathwaytech.com to indicate if you want to
go on the October trip. Otherwise signups for the October
trip will be on the website soon, or just send Fred an email.
Fishing day trips: May 11 Fishing trip Mitchell River led
by Joel Shepard. Meet at 8 AM at the Mitchell River house
at the bridge and park along the road. Just meet and fish with
fellow members. Good way to get some experience if you are
new.
June 2, Elkin’s Trail Festival booth.The weekend of June
1-3, Elkin will host a big outdoor festival, with water
activities as well as hiking, biking and will host many
organizations. Our Chapter will have a booth. We will do fly
tying and fishing demonstrations, have some kids activities
and games. We will have a booth only on Saturday the 2nd
from 8-4. Please volunteer if you can or just join us at the
festival.
Please
contact
Frank
Beasley
at
aaffbeasley@gmail.com or sign up through our website.
MAY ORVIS FUND RAISER
This month all donations will be going to PHWFF.

Trout Unlimited and emphasizes Trout Unlimited’s
Mission – the conservation, restoration and
preservation of coldwater fisheries and their
watersheds – while teaching campers the basics of fly
fishing, a sport for a lifetime.
Rivercourse is a high quality experience for boys
and girls between the ages of 13 and 15 and takes
place in the heart of the Appalachian mountains at the
Lake Logan Event Center near Canton, N.C. This
pristine setting includes a section of the West Fork of
the Pigeon River, which is privately owned and stocked
with trout for the use of the camp.
While flyfishing is the
camp’s primary activity
focus, campers get to
enjoy some other unique,
often
once-in-a-lifetime
experience,
such
as
releasing a raptor (like a
hawk) and catching it
when it returns, outside games, visits with conservation
officials, fish sampling and many others.
During the Summer Camp, sessions on a variety of
topics are mixed into the day. Geology, fish and insect
sampling, scientific and natural encounters; all things
related to the things in the natural world around us and
cultivating a better understanding of them and how
precious they are.
And throughout the camp there are plenty of
sessions where we just have fun fishing together and
getting to know each other and building enduring
friendships, gaining a
deeper appreciation of
the majesty of nature
while learning to love a
sport that can be enjoyed
for a lifetime.
To apply to attend
camp
this
summer:

Register
Volunteers needed. Rivercourse also needs adult
volunteers to attend and help with the program. To
apply as a volunteer: Volunteer

RIVERCOURSE 2022-JUNE 19-24
Rivercourse is North
Carolina Trout
Unlimited's Youth Trout
Camp...
Established in 2002,
the
Rivercourse
Coldwater Conservation
& Fly Fishing Youth Camp
is sponsored by the North Carolina State Council of

BOY SCOUTS EARN
FLY FISHING MERIT BADGE
Thanks to several BRTU volunteers we worked with 12
Boy Scouts from Troops 722 and 910 to earn their Fly
Fishing Merit Badge. With the Scouts we discussed safety on
the water while fishing. Barry Parks brought along a fake arm
we were able to practice how to properly remove a hook.
With diligence and patience we worked with Scouts to tie
both a Woolly Bugger and a size 16 black midge. Several
Scouts mentioned how tedious fly tying is, but can see how
it would be a fun hobby. On Saturday, April 23, we took the

Scouts fishing, which was the highlight of the Merit Badge
work. Most were able to catch fish in a local pond. The
smiles on the faces showed how much. Also, I heard several
say, "hang on, let me cast one more time, I almost got it!"
Truer words were never spoken.
During this work I learned Rusty Berrier and Jim Hatchell
wrote the original Fly Fishing Merit Badge book for BSA.
This was a unique situation for the Scouts as they got to learn
about the Merit Badge from the person who literally wrote
the book!

While clear-cutting 360 acres of forest for cattle pastures
in Alleghany and Surry counties, the companies extensively
damaged more than three linear miles of streams, as well as
wetlands, according to court records.
Many portions of these waterways were filled with rock,
mud and dirt, requiring the NC Wildlife Resources
Commission to conduct an emergency fish rescue to save a
unique species of mountain trout, known as a brookie, Policy
Watch reported earlier this year.
In addition, cattle grazing operations polluted streams
with high levels of fecal bacteria, more than six times the
state freshwater standard.
For more details visit Bottomley Fine Details
WESTERN NC ENTOMOLOGY
You may recall from the previous articles that there are five
primary groups of insects in Western NC.
- Midges
- Mayflies
- Stoneflies
- Caddis
- Terrestrials
In our final month on Western NC entomology we will
discuss Terrestrials. These tend to be of lesser importance
to most of us because they are primarily outside the Delayed
Harvest season during the summer. They will work for you
in the shoulder months of May and October on all river in
Western NC, and if you decide to try some of the wild trout
streams during the summer, they are a good choice. I found
a particularly good article on the use of terrestrials, so I’ll
quickly give you a list of Dave Hise’s picks and then let Tom
Rosenbauer explain how to fish them.

BOTTOMLEY FINED FOR VIOLATIONS
The NC Department of Environmental Quality has fined
Bottomley Evergreens & Farms and Bottomley Properties
more than $268,000 for water quality violations, one of
the largest civil penalties ever assessed by the agency.

SECRETS OF FISHING
TERRESTRIAL FLIES
W ri t t en b y T om Ro senbaue r

If you think terrestrial imitations are only for summer
fishing, you’re missing a great deal of dry-fly action. The
normal thought is that trout ignore land-bred insects in the
spring and early summer, until mayfly and caddisfly hatches
dwindle with the heat of summer. They ignore terrestrials
about as much as you ignore chocolate mousse when out to
dinner.
Stomach content studies of trout show that land-bred
insects are dominant trout food not only in August, but also
in May, June, and September. Well into October and
November, beetles can be the most abundant food
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spring and early summer, until mayfly and caddisfly hatches
dwindle with the heat of summer. They ignore terrestrials
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Stomach content studies of trout show that land-bred
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in May, June, and September. Well into October and
November, beetles can be the most abundant food
in a trout’s stomach, and leafhoppers have been seen
there as late as December. The studies I referred to
above were done in upstate New York, and if you’ve
ever spent December in Rochester or Syracuse (I’ve
done both), it’s hardly what most fishermen would
consider terrestrial weather.
I’ve known about these studies since my college days,
but do you think I’ll be smart enough to act on it? The
other day, fishing a wild trout river in late morning, I
noticed a number of big March Brown and Gray Fox
mayflies on the water, plus a smattering off caddis in the air.
There were no rises. Feeling very clever, I put on a big
Hare’s Ear Nymph to imitate the mayflies and a
Lafontaine Deep Pupa in case the fish were eating
caddis. It’s a shallow, clear stream, so I added a peasized glob of bright red Strike Putty instead of my usual
yarn indicator the size of a baby sparrow. Three fish
rose to the Strike Putty before I was smart enough to
switch to a beetle. Nobody touched the nymphs. Now if I
had been in a river with hatchery fish I would have told you
they took the indicator because it looks like a food pellet,

but no fish have been stocked in this river for 20 years. I
can’t imagine those trout mistook my round red indicator
for anything but a beetle.
Do trout prefer terrestrials to aquatic insects? It’s said
that trout like the taste of ants, but I’m leery of anyone
who claims to know about the taste preferences of the
American public or Labrador retrievers, much less silly
little fish. However, it has been proven that adult trout are
good at judging the relative caloric value of prey and
balancing their energy expenditures with energy inputs. A
size 14 beetle would seem to have a lot more “meat” than
a size 14 mayfly, and a big grasshopper must provide
more calories than anything except a big minnow or
crayfish.
If you fish small streams, terrestrials are even more
important than in larger rivers. A trout’s diet in some
small streams is made up almost entirely of terrestrials, as
these smaller waters don’t have large expanses of insectproducing riffles. This may be why such so-called
“attractor” flies like Humpys and Royal Wulffs are so
effective in small streams—both flies, from a trout’s-eye
view underneath, look suspiciously like beetles or other
land-bred insects. And an Elk-Hair Caddis looks very
much like a tiny early-season grasshopper. But, you say,
these flies have wings. So do beetles, bugs, katydids, and
many ants!
Unlike fish responding to a hatch, trout can be eating
terrestrials and you’ll never notice. One reason is that
they might see a beetle only once or twice an hour, and the
chances of you looking at exactly the right spot aren’t
good. An even more important reason is that when trout
eat low-floating terrestrial insects, there is hardly ever a
splash. Sometimes you see a subtle ring on the water,
sometimes a black snout poking above the surface, and
sometimes you see a hopper just disappear into a hole in
the water with no visible sign of a rise. Best places to
try a terrestrial fly are where riffles deepen into a dark
slot (especially near a deep bank but not necessarily), in
concave impressions along a bank that form small bays,
and along undercut banks, especially ones that flow
through meadows.
Finally, one of the most deadly midsummer rigs I’ve ever
used is a tiny nymph tied as a dropper to the bend of the
hook of a beetle or hopper. Tie a size 14 beetle or ant to
a 12-foot 5X leader. Knot an eight-inch piece of 6X Mirage
tippet to the bend of the hook of the beetle with a clinch
knot, then tie a size 18 Pheasant Tail Nymph to the end
of the 6X tippet. You’ll catch about half of your fish on
the beetle, and on the other 50% you hook on the nymph,
the beetle makes a damn good but subtle strike indicator.
Tips for Fishing Terrestrials
Be just as stealthy as with any other kind of dry-fly
fishing, but some times a fly that lands with a distinct
plop will catch their attention. To do this without
splashing line and leader on the water as well,

point your wrist slightly below the horizontal at the
end of the cast. Practice this before you try it on live
fish!
Don’t ignore the center of the river with
terrestrials. Most ants and beetles fall into the water
along the bank, but the current eventually draws them
to the center of the river. A Skilton’s Quick
Sight Ant or Quick Sight Beetle is often deadly fished
in fast riffles.
An occasional twitch can be effective, but don’t overdo
it, as it’s more likely to put a fish down than a fly
carefully dead-drifted over its head. Try casting
downstream with some slack in your leader, then
make the fly twitch just a fraction of an inch
with your rod tip. Immediately drop the rod tip
so the fly drifts naturally after the twitch.
Many terrestrials sink after hitting the water. Try a
Hard-Body Ant, or a floating beetle or hopper with
a small piece of Sink Putty eight inches above the fly.
This arrangement is best fished with a strike indicator.
This is a deadlyret that a couple of my fishing buddies
use for their hole card when nothing else works.
Terrestrials are more productive on windy days and
from late morning through evening, when terrestrial
insects are active and more likely to fall into a river.
Trout eating hoppers will often follow a fly
downstream for 10 or 20 feet before either eating
the fly or refusing it. Don’t pick up to make another
cast too early, even if the fly is dragging because a
trout may still be tagging the fly. And they sometimes
take a hopper fly when it’s dragging.
Best Terrestrial Flies
You don’t need a broad selection of terrestrials. Fish
are seldom selective to a certain kind of beetle or ant. I
would, however, carry a broad range in sizes, as the
trout seem to prefer smaller or larger flies on a given day
or in a certain river. I have no idea how to predict what
size they might like. If the water is high or fast, lean to
the bigger sizes to get their attention, and if it’s low and
clear, pick a smaller pattern to avoid spooking them. Other
than those guidelines, you’re on your own.
Schroeder’s Hi-Vis Hopper. It’s surprising how subtle
a rise to a hopper can be. If you can’t see your fly you
might miss the big snout inhaling it in fast water. Ed
Schroeder’s brilliant pattern has a great profile and
you can always follow it on the water.
Quick Sight Beetle. This is my personal go-to fly when
nothing is rising. I’ve had great days with this fly at
home in Vermont and in Montana. It is always in my vest,
no matter what time of year. Developed by one of the
masters of Pennsylvania spring creek fishing,, Bill
Skilton.
Travis Para-Ant. As with hoppers, if you can’t see
your fly you’ll miss a lot of rises. Most ant patterns
are nearly impossible to see, even at 20 feet. This

one, by gifted Montana fly tier Tom Travis, has a
great ant profile and high visibility.
Terrestrial Selection. This is a selection of the most
popular patterns and sizes we sell, so you can go with my
picks or what several thousand other fishermen like.
http://howtoflyfish.orvis.com/how-to-articles/troutfishing-articles/
ADVICE FROM THE VISE
Welcome to the May edition. May fly fishing is always
full of promise, bugs are coming off the water in the evening,
the water temps are enough to get them active without it
being too warm to take caution. Our terrestrial theme this
month was a tough choice, but I wanted to offer up a fly that
I have just about embraced as much as the beloved caddies.
The Bionic Ant is a really effective pattern courtesy of Lance
Egan. It floats really well in the film, is easy to see and the
trout seem to love it. I spent an entire day last summer on
wild water and never shifted from this pattern. I also tie these
in purple, and they are really effective as well, especially at
dusk.

I’m using a Firehole 633 in #14, a standard dry fly hook
works just as well. I like the wide gap I get with this hook.
You can tie these down to #18 and up to a #10. Big plops in
the summer drive the smallies crazy at dusk too.
The meat of this fly is the foam body. There’s a couple
companies making the bodies in multiple sizes and colors.
I’m using small size silicone bug legs, burnt orange Antron
yarn as a wing and tan grizzly dry fly hackle.

Start by dressing the fly from the eye to the bend with so you don’t alter the legs. Wrap the hackle 4-6 wraps,
touching turns of thread then come back to mid shank. I put depends on how fluffy you want it, and tie that off.
the line where black meets white at the end of the eye for
spacing purposes.
Pinch wrap with a somewhat loose wrap or two to hold
the foam on the hook.

Gently pull on the tag end and take some wraps to snug
and compress the foam. Make a bit of a saddle space where
Build up a little bit of a thread head behind the eye and
the rest of the fly will be tied in.
whip finish. I coat the head with a bit of UV resin, and place
a drop just beneath the front foam. That makes for a touch
stronger fly .
This is a great pattern and a pretty straight forward tie. I
hope you find adding it to your box will produce some
memorable days into the fall.
As always, I’m honored to answer questions, give a
lesson, or just talk fly tying and fishing.
HELTON CREEK CAMPING TRIP

Tie in the Antron by doubling it over the thread, take some
securing wraps and then pull the Antron with the tag end and
trim to size. Again, proportion wise, I line up the butt end
with an imaginary line to the point where black meets white.
Next tie in the legs, one on each side and then trim those
to proportional sixes.

Tie in the hackle by stripping fibers from about ¼ inch of
the base of the feather and tying that in. Watch your tension

The first couple days this
month was the chapter
camping trip at the Helton
Creek campground. Barry
Parks coordinated the event
and sent the following report
and photos. Thanks, Barry
for putting this all together.
The
Helton
Creek
camping trip was an
excellent trip with 15
attendees participating this
year. After two years of
gathering restrictions, it was
nice to finally be able to get out and connect with other TU
members. Many attendees were new members, with a few
new to fly fishing and trout fishing in general.
Friday was cold with temperatures dropping down to 28
degrees overnight. Two sites were the main gathering places
with warm fires, smores and lively discussions about a wide
variety of topics. Saturday produced many nice trout on a
wide range of flies. Most fishing was done on the Delayed
Harvest, Helton creek close to the campground, but some
traveled to other nearby streams to try the Hatchery
Supported waters.

As the weather warmed up
Saturday,
so
did
the
fishing. Saturday provided many
fish, some in the 12-14"
range.
However,
Sunday
morning was excellent with high
pressure moving in and fewer
anglers on the water, many larger
fish were landed. Three members
caught fish between 18-21".
Overall, the trip was a success
in fishing and spending time with
other TU members. It was good to get on the water, connect
with other members, and feel the tug of a nice trout on the
end of the line. I hope we
can plan more outings in
the future, fishing and
getting to know each
other more. Thank you
to all the attendees for a
wonderful time. We will
certainly go back to
Helton Creek again in the
future!

TROUT IN THE CLASSROOM RELEASE
One of the greatest events of our year took place at Stone
Mountain State Park on Thursday and Friday, April 28th and
29th. Nearly 200 kids from our area schools who participated
in the program came up for the release of the fry they had
raised. We had a great crew of park rangers and members
put on a show that the kids should remember for a long time.
The day started with the release of the fish into the
Roaring Fork River. After the release Ranger Lynette Hicks
with the assistance of retired ranger Ed Furr instructed the
kids on performing a macroinvertebrate survey in the creek.
They all headed into the chilly
water (many in tennis shoes and
shorts) with nets to see what they
could find. They were very

successful, especially with mayfly and caddis nymphs.
After their dip in the river, they headed over to a fly
tying table set up by Sam Stitcher. Sam told them a little bit
about trout flies and then announced he would demonstrate
how to tie a woolly bugger. He explained the materials as he
tied up the fly and at the end awarded the fly to the person
who could remember its name.
The last demonstration was fly casting with Dave
Richards and Ken Harris demonstrating and instructing the
kids who wanted to give it a try. After the demonstration the
kids headed to the busses and up to the picnic area where
Frank Beasly and Eugene Pope had prepared a hamburger
and hot dog luncheon for everyone
Eight schools attended the release this year.
Thursday
Ledford High School – Cathy Berrier
Lexington Senior High School – Kristi Thornhill
Davie High School – Eli Lindsay
Oak Grove High School – Sara Bridges
South Davidson High School – Jenna Shaw
East Davidson High School – Jordan Leonard
Friday
Davidson Davie Community College – David Ring
Forbush High School – Steve Calloway
Special thanks to Tom Jackson for pulling the program all
together this year and to the several people who assisted at
the release to make it all come together so well. There was
a video made of the event and it should show up on the
BRTU website in about two weeks.
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If you have a great fly fishing adventure to share or an
article about fly fishing, gear, or stream environment you’d Editor…Chick Woodward BRNCNews@gmail.com
like to contribute, we not only welcome your submittal but
truly appreciate it. Just send the article in Word or photos as
JPG to BRNCNews@gmail.com.

